Pre-book Santan Value Meals at airasia.com for meals cheaper-than-airport prices!

NEW!
CHEF HONG THAIMEE’S INSPI(RED) BURGER

EAT(RED) SAVE LIVES

10% of sales from each burger will go directly to the Global Fund to support HIV/AIDS programmes in ASEAN.
Santan is milk extracted from grated coconut pulp. Rich in flavour and packed with nutrition, it’s a fundamental ingredient in many ASEAN cuisines. What started as a tribute to serve the best ASEAN meals on board using santan as its core ingredient, we’ve embarked on a mission of sustainability – elevating farm-to-table social movement to dining experience on air.

With T&CO, every cup brewed is a blend of passion and drive to share our love for coffee with the world. Savour our best specialty grade coffee even at 30,000 feet in the air for an afternoon conversation or a quick pick-me-up.

We believe that a delicious Santan meal along with a simple cup of T&CO coffee can bring people together, grow and empower our communities. We take tremendous pride in serving you quality food and beverages that are close to home by using only the freshest produce and selling locally made products across the region. We welcome you to the finest dining experience, available only on AirAsia.

Santan 是从椰肉中榨取的椰奶, 味道浓郁, 营养价值高, 是诸多东南亚美食中必不可少的配料! 我们的初心是用 Santan 在航班上为您提供最美味的东盟美食, 现在, 我们以可持续发展为使命, 以“农场到餐桌”的信念在万米高空为您带来舌尖上的盛宴!

我们冲泡的每一杯上品 T&CO 咖啡都凝聚着我们对咖啡的热情与挚爱, 无论是在万米高空与人聊天或是简单提神, T&CO 都是您的不二选择, 愿将之与您共享!

美味的 Santan 机餐搭配经典的T&CO咖啡, 让人陶醉, 让飞行成为享受! 新鲜当地食材精心烹饪的高质量美食与精选饮品是我们的特色, 我们以此为傲! 欢迎您在万米高空尊享由亚航专供的味觉盛宴!
PRE-BOOK
BEFORE YOUR FLIGHT
TO $AVE MORE!

ANY HOT MEAL

[Images of various meal options]

+ DRINK

Mineral Water (Cup)
Coffee*
* Only available for flights above 90mins

= IDR 36,900

ON BOARD from IDR 65,000

MAX YOUR MEAL AT IDR 25,000

[Images of Pasta Salad + Chocolate Muffin]

Pre-book @ airasia.com
*Pre-book & onboard prices may differ according to flights.
Activist, inspirational speaker and ambassador for all things Thai food, Chef Hong Thaimee is a force to be reckoned with! Born and raised in Chiang Mai, she knew her mission in life was to cook Thai food for the world.

Chef Thaimee moved to New York with nothing but a dream to bring real Thai flavours to the USA. Quickly rising through the ranks of the culinary world, she now serves some of the freshest, most inspiring dishes at her Thai restaurants and is a proud author of her highly-reviewed cookbook, "True Thai".

The story doesn’t end there. Using her platform, Chef Thaimee joined the fight against HIV/AIDS with EAT (RED) to raise awareness and support fundraising efforts. As part of her push, AirAsia and Chef Thaimee are proud to introduce the delicious INSPI(RED) burger to our Santan menu, incorporating her Chiang Mai roots into the sauce and patty, and beetroot into the fluffy buns. 10% of sales from each burger will go directly to support HIV/AIDS programmes in ASEAN.

EAT (RED) SAVE LIVES

Celebrity Chef Series

Actress, inspirational speaker and ambassador for all things Thai food, Chef Hong Thaimee is a force to be reckoned with! Born and raised in Chiang Mai, she knew her mission in life was to cook Thai food for the world.

Chef Thaimee moved to New York with nothing but a dream to bring real Thai flavours to the USA. Quickly rising through the ranks of the culinary world, she now serves some of the freshest, most inspiring dishes at her Thai restaurants and is a proud author of her highly-reviewed cookbook, "True Thai".

The story doesn’t end there. Using her platform, Chef Thaimee joined the fight against HIV/AIDS with EAT (RED) to raise awareness and support fundraising efforts. As part of her push, AirAsia and Chef Thaimee are proud to introduce the delicious INSPI(RED) burger to our Santan menu, incorporating her Chiang Mai roots into the sauce and patty, and beetroot into the fluffy buns. 10% of sales from each burger will go directly to support HIV/AIDS programmes in ASEAN.

EAT (RED) SAVE LIVES
Chef Thaimee shares the magic of Northern Thai cuisine in the form of a show-stopping red burger. Wrapped in beetroot-flavoured brioche buns is a tender, juicy homemade chicken patty infused with fish sauce, kaffir lime leaves and lemongrass, topped with shredded purple cabbage and seedless tomato. The secret to this delicious burger? Her grandma’s zesty ‘Nam Prik Noom Mayo’ green chilli mayonnaise sauce!

Unwrap the exciting flavours of her burger today. 10% of sales from each burger will go directly to support HIV/AIDS programmes in ASEAN.

Rp 45.000

Chef Hong Thaimee INSPI(RED) 汉堡

Allergen Information
Gluten Dairy Eggs Soy Seafood Mustard

ADD ON + Rp 10.000 comes with
Fanta Strawberry
Sprite Nu Green Tea

or or
Fanta
Strawberry
Sprite
Nu Green Tea
ROASTED CHICKEN WITH BLACK PEPPER SAUCE

Delicious and savoury, this roasted chicken is accompanied by an aromatic black pepper sauce and served with herb roasted potato wedges and blanched vegetables.

IDR 55.000

Add On IDR 10.000

Fanta Strawberry 250ml
Sprite 250ml
Nu Green Tea Original 330ml

(Subject to available stock)
CHICKEN TERIYAKI
WITH RICE

照烧鸡配米饭

A Japanese classic, this dish features succulent and sweet teriyaki chicken accompanied by fluffy dice omelette, shiitake mushroom and carrot, served on a bed of fluffy white rice.

IDR 55,000

Allergen Information

Gluten
Egg

Add On
IDR 10,000

Fanta
Strawberry
250ml

Or

Sprite
250ml

Or

Nu Green Tea
Original 330ml

(Subject to available stock)
**NASI KUNING MANADO**

椰浆黄米饭配鲣鱼

A popular dish of rice cooked in coconut milk and tumeric served with “cakalang fufu” (skipjack tuna), beef & potato stew, deep fried sweet potatoes, hard boiled egg and chili sambal.

**IDR 55.000**

Allergen Information

Gluten  🐷  Egg  🐔  Seafood  🐠

**Add On**

**IDR 10.000**

Fanta Strawberry 250ml  Or  Sprite 250ml  Or  Nu Green Tea Original 330ml

(Subject to available stock)
Nasi Padang Uda Ratman

巴东饭

This popular Indonesian meal consists of white rice, beef rendang, stir-fried cassava leaves, ikan bilis balado and green sambal. Served with tasty prawn crackers.

IDR 55,000

Allergen Information

Gluten | Seafood

Add On

IDR 10,000

- Fanta Strawberry 250ml
- Sprite 250ml
- Nu Green Tea Original 330ml

(Subject to available stock)
PAK NASSER’S NASI LEMAK

大马椰浆饭

Coconut rice, highly raved Pak Nasser’s chilli sambal and chicken rendang on the side, fried anchovies, crunchy groundnuts and half of a hard-boiled egg; meet Malaysia’s national dish. A simple everyday meal gracing the dinner table of Malaysians, this beloved dish has a history as humble as its ingredients.

IDR 55.000

Allergen Information

Add On

IDR 10.000

Fanta Strawberry 250ml
Sprite 250ml
Nu Green Tea Original 330ml

(Subject to available stock)

UNCLE CHIN’S CHICKEN RICE

秦叔叔鸡饭

Fragrant Hainanese style rice served with succulent pieces of roasted chicken thigh meat and complete with a hot chilli sauce dip.

IDR 55.000

Allergen Information

Add On

IDR 10.000

Fanta Strawberry 250ml
Sprite 250ml
Nu Green Tea Original 330ml

(Subject to available stock)
GLUTINOUS RICE WITH CHICKEN

糯米鸡饭

A tasty take of a traditional Chinese dish of glutinous rice with various fillings of chicken meat, mushrooms, red kidney beans, peanuts and dried shrimp.

**IDR 60.000**

Allergen Information

*Please allow 20mins preparation time

---

NASI KUNING WITH CHICKEN CURRY

咖喱鸡黄米饭

Flavourful yellow rice (nasi kuning) served with a thick and tasty curry chicken

**IDR 60.000**

*Please allow 20mins preparation time
DOUBLE DECKER SANDWICH

双层三明治

An amazing array of toast bread with thick slices of smoked chicken, fried omelette and cheddar cheese layered in between. A sandwich worth stretching your jaw for.

**IDR 45.000**

Allergen Information

- Gluten
- Dairy
- Egg

**Add On**

**IDR 10.000**

- Nescafe Black Coffee
- Soso Black Tea
**SALMON EBIKO ONIGIRI (1PC)**

Grilled salmon and crunchy flying fish roe packed with fluffy Japanese rice and special homemade sauce. Wrapped in seaweed for a perfect mouthfeel.

**IDR 20.000**

**Add On IDR 10.000**

*How to unwrap*

1. Pull tab
2. Remove entire tab
3. Pull and remove wrapper on both sides

---

**NEW**

**CHICKEN FAJITA WRAP**

墨西哥鸡肉卷

A healthy and delicious fajita wrap filled with grilled chicken breast, mixed bell peppers, onions and cheese in a special savoury sauce.

**IDR 45.000**

**Add On IDR 10.000**

*Gluten Dairy Egg*
SWEET MUNG BEAN
甜绿豆粥

BLACK GLUTINOUS RICE PORRIDGE
黑糯米粥

BANANA KOLAK
香蕉甜汤

IDR 20.000 (each)
CLASSIC CHOCOLATE BROWNIES

A simple and classic cake to be enjoyed for any occasion.

IDR 20,000

PANDAN LAYER CAKE

Traditional Indonesian thousand layer cake with a twist of Pandan flavour.

IDR 20,000
RED VELVET CAKE

红丝绒蛋糕
A devilish and sinful cake with rich and creamy goodness
IDR 35,000

ASSORTED COOKIES

什锦曲奇
An assortment of delicious homemade cookies including Double Chocolate, Oatmeal Raisin and Orange Cranberry flavours.
IDR 25,000
IRRESISTIBLE SNACKS

MI SEDAAP CHICKEN CURRY (KARI AYAM)
Mie Sedaap - 喜达咖喱鸡泡面
IDR 30.000

MI SEDAAP ONION CHICKEN (AYAM BAWANG)
Mie Sedaap - 喜达洋葱鸡泡面
IDR 30.000

MI SEDAAP CHICKEN SOTO (SOTO AYAM)
Mie Sedaap - 喜达浓汤(Soto)泡面
IDR 30.000
IRRESISTIBLE SNACKS

**FAMOUS AMOS - CHOCOLATE CHIP NO NUT**
Famous Amos - 巧克力曲奇（不含坚果）
 IDR 30.000

**FAMOUS AMOS - CHOCOLATE CHIP WITH MACADAMIA NUTS**
Famous Amos - 巧克力夏威夷果曲奇
 IDR 30.000

**ASSORTED COOKIES**
什锦曲奇
 IDR 30.000

**OREO - CHOCOLATE BISCUIT (2X29.4G)**
奥利奥巧克力饼干 (2x29.4g)
 IDR 20.000

**EVERYTHING BANANA - GARLIC ROASTED BANANA CHIPS (40G)**
Everything Banana - 蒜香烤香蕉片 (40g)
 IDR 25.000

**PRINGLES - SOUR CREAM & ONIONS**
品客酸奶洋葱味薯片
 IDR 20.000

**PRINGLES - ORIGINAL CRISPS**
品客原味薯片
 IDR 20.000

**TONG GARDEN SALTED PEANUTS (42G)**
Tong Garden 盐味花生 (42g)
 IDR 20.000

**TWISTER BLACK WAFER ROLL (45G)**
Twister黑色卷心酥(45g)
 IDR 20.000

**KIT KAT CHUNKY**
奇巧厚涂层威化巧克力饼干
 IDR 20.000

**KIT KAT - 4 FINGERS**
奇巧4F奶油巧克力饼干
 IDR 20.000

**T&CO POPCORN CARAMEL FLAVOUR**
T&Co焦糖爆米花
 IDR 20.000

**MR. P - HONEY ROASTED CASHEW NUTS (40G)**
Mr. P - 蜜烤腰果 (40g)
 IDR 25.000

**TAO KAE NOI - CRISPY SEAWEED ORIGINAL FLAVOUR (15G)**
Tao Kae Noi - 原味海苔 (15g)
 IDR 25.000

**TOLAK ANGIN HERBAL PEPPERMINT LOZENGES**
TOLAK ANGIN防伤风蜜糖草本薄荷糖果片
 IDR 10.000

**NICE & NATURAL MIXED BERRY CRUNCH**
Nice&Natural坚果条-混合浆果脆
 IDR 15.000

**T&CO POPCORN CARAMEL**
T&Co焦糖爆米花
 IDR 20.000

**TAO KAE NOI - CRISPY SEAWEED ORIGINAL FLAVOUR (15G)**
Tao Kae Noi - 原味海苔 (15g)
 IDR 25.000
TAO KAE NOI - CRISPY SEAWEED ORIGINAL FLAVOUR (15G)
Tao Kae Noi - 原味海苔 (15g)
IDR 25.000

T&CO POPCORN CARAMEL FLAVOUR
T&Co焦糖爆米花
IDR 20.000

NICE & NATURAL MIXED BERRY CRUNCH
Nice&Natural坚果条-混合浆果脆
IDR 15.000

TONG GARDEN SALTED PEANUTS (42G)
Tong Garden盐味花生 (42g)
IDR 20.000

MR. P - HONEY ROASTED CASHEW NUTS (40G)
Mr. P - 蜜烤腰果 (40g)
IDR 25.000

TWISTER BLACK WAFER ROLL (45G)
Twister黑色卷心酥(45g)
IDR 20.000

KIT KAT CHUNKY
奇巧厚涂层咸化巧克力饼干
IDR 20.000

KIT KAT - 4 FINGERS
奇巧4F奶油巧克力饼干
IDR 20.000

TOLAK ANGIN HERBAL PEPPERMINT LOZENGES
TOLAK ANGIN防伤风蜜糖草本薄荷糖片
IDR 10.000
ASEAN BREWS

PREMIUM INDONESIA SINGLE ORIGIN COFFEE

PENGALENGAN (JAVA)
印尼Pengalengan优质咖啡

ACEH GAYO
亚齊高地 咖啡

BALI KINTAMANI
巴厘岛金塔马尼 咖啡

Each IDR 20,000

CAUTION-HOT!
Handle with care especially when serving children
HOT DRINKS

T&CO 3-IN-1 COFFEE
T&CO 三合一咖啡

T&CO TEH TARIK
T&CO 拉茶

T&CO HOT CHOCOLATE
T&CO 巧克力热饮

T&CO ENGLISH BREAKFAST TEA
T & CO 英式早餐茶

T&CO GREEN TEA
T & CO 绿茶

MILO 3-IN-1
美禄三合一

Each IDR 20.000

CAUTION-HOT!
Handle with care especially when serving children
AQUA MINERAL WATER (330ML)
Aqua矿泉水330ml
IDR 15.000

EVIAN NATURAL MINERAL WATER 330ML
依云 天然矿泉水330ml
IDR 25.000

COCA COLA (330ML)
可口可乐330ml
IDR 20.000

COCA COLA ZERO (330ML)
零度可乐330ml
IDR 20.000

NESCAFE ORIGINAL (240ML)
雀巢咖啡-原味（240毫升）
IDR 20.000

YOU C1000 ISOTONIC DRINK - LEMON WATER
You C1000等渗饮料 - 柠檬水
IDR 20.000

YOU C1000 ISOTONIC DRINK - ORANGE WATER
You C1000等渗饮料 - 橙水
IDR 20.000

TEH PUCUK HARUM (ORIGINAL) 350ML
Teh Pucuk Harum茉莉花茶350ml
IDR 20.000

POKKA LEMON TEA 350ML
Pokka柠檬茶 350ml
IDR 20.000

COCO DAY - THE REAL COCONUT WATER (250ML)
Coco Day - 正品椰汁 250ml
IDR 20.000

MILO UHT
美禄 UHT
IDR 20.000

MINUTE MAID PULPY ORANGE (300ML)
美汁源果粒橙300ml
IDR 20.000
SKYBAR

BINTANG BEER
星星啤酒
IDR 80.000

BALI HAI
PREMIUM BEER
Bali Hai优质啤酒
IDR 80.000

Terms and Conditions: Purchases of Beer
1) Only available on flights to/from Australia.
2) Each passenger is only allowed to purchase a maximum of two (2) cans of beer per flight.
3) Passengers below 21 years are not permitted to purchase.
4) Adult passengers accompanying minors are not permitted to purchase.
5) Passengers seated at Emergency Exit rows 12 and 14 are not allowed to purchase.
BUAT NYAMAN SAAT DI PESAWAT DENGAN PAKET HEMAT

- Asuransi Perjalanan
- Pilihan Kursi
- Bagasi 20kg
- Makanan

airasia.com
Kini Siapa Pun Bisa Terbang